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This paper is located within the South African context of large class numbers and
limited resources. Taking a sociocultural theoretical perspective the paper examines
the mediational means–artefact-based and human–employed by a teacher in two
Grade 2 lessons separated by three years. Differences are noted in the extent to
which in each lesson the teacher’s mediation focuses on mathematical connections
and generality–on mathematics as a ‘scientific’ discipline in the Vygotskian sense.
The differences observed show that even within the culturally dominant practice of
whole class, teacher-centred, pedagogies with limited resources the mathematical
‘objects’ brought into being in lessons can be connected both within the mathematics,
and across examples.
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INTRODUCTION
A breadth of research evidence highlights challenges in raising levels of attainment in
primary mathematics in many South African schools. Besides international evidence
for the low standing of mathematical achievement in South Africa in comparison to
other nations, national research points to low levels of attainment in primary schools
(Department of Basic Education, 2014) and also to possible underlying reasons, two
of which are relevant here. First is evidence of teaching that treats mathematics as
unconnected procedures or facts that learners need to remember rather than make
sense of (Askew, Venkat & Mathews, 2012). Secondly, is teaching characterised by
‘extreme localisation’ (Venkat & Naidoo, 2012), whereby mathematical tasks neither
build upon what learners have previously learned, nor connect together different
aspects of mathematics: tasks are approached by teachers and pupils alike as having
to be answered through naïve, practical methods, most commonly unit counting or
tallying (Ensor et al., 2009).
In this context the Wits Maths Connect – Primary project (WMC–P) focuses on
developing and investigating interventions aimed at improving the teaching and
learning of mathematics in ten government primary schools. Baseline data collection
in 2011 involved observing and videotaping single numeracy lessons across all the
Grade 2 classes in the ten schools. Follow-up video data in 2014 of lessons again in
Grade 2 saw many of the 2011 teachers recorded again. While the majority of the
2011 lessons appeared, on the surface, to unfold smoothly, closer analysis revealed a
disconnected sequencing of actions and operations leading to ambiguity in and
obscuring of the mathematical learning objects. Many of the teachers videoed in 2014
had worked with the project team on professional development activities and many of
the 2014 lessons were more coherent and demonstrated a strong shift in the extent to
which the object of learning was brought into being by teachers explicitly drawing

attention to different connections between tasks, examples and representations. This
paper presents two such lessons–both from the same teacher–to highlight and explore
the nature of such differences.
THEORETICAL FRAMING
The theoretical background framing the analysis that follows is based in Vygotskianbased sociocultural theory and the assumption that learning comes about through
mediated transactions (Wertsch, 1991). Kozulin (2003) describes mediation as
occurring through two key forms–via artifact-based mediation and via human
mediation: both of these forms are attended to in the following analysis. Sociocultural
theory is helpful in the examination of whether teachers present mathematical
classroom examples as set within networks of scientific concepts (Vygotsky, 1987).
Kozulin (op. cit.) notes that viewing disciplines as networks of scientific concepts is
revealed in teaching where there are explicit mediation moves towards generality.
This counterpoints concerns about localization that we have observed in the project
and noted above, that is teaching approaches that may enable learners to provide
answers within the context of the support provided in the lesson but which are
unlikely to be appropriated by learners as methods to be used beyond the lesson.
Teachers’ choices of examples are important in mediating towards generality. Watson
& Mason (2006) have studied and theorized about examples and example spaces,
emphasizing the importance of connecting between sets of examples within
mathematics lessons in order to draw attention to structure and generalization. They
too note, however, that teaching often only focuses on generating solutions to
immediate problems rather than abstracting generalities across examples, thus the
issue of localization is not unique to the South African context, although it may be
more extreme there. Adler & Venkat’s (2014) analysis of secondary mathematics
teaching also shows that a focus on structure and generality can be brought about
through mediating actions that attend to connections.
The notion of connections has wide support as central to mathematics instruction. For
example, Askew and colleagues (1997) in their study of effective teachers of
numeracy (ETN) (numeracy defined, essentially, as number, operations and
applications), examined factors that might contribute to gains in learner attainment
(measured as class mean gains across a year in pre- and post-test assessments). From
questionnaires given to 100 primary school teachers and case studies of 18 of these
teachers three archetypes of teacher orientations towards teaching primary numeracy
emerged. Two of these archetypes–transmission and discovery orientations–were
identified as associated with narrower learner gains. In contrast, many of the teachers
whose classes showed the highest learning gains over the year, displayed
characteristics of the third orientation–connectionist–characterised by beliefs and
practices that assumed amongst other things that: teaching not only needs to help
learners connect different aspects of mathematics but also mediated mathematical
content through a variety of connected words, symbols and diagrams. This paper

looks at a teacher’s mediating means–artefact-based and human–in two lessons and
the extent to which these focused on making such connections.
METHODOLOGY
The WMC-P project has collected videos of lessons taught to the 2011 Grade 2
cohort tracked through into Grade 3 in 2012. Then from 2013, attention turned to
lessons taught to the new Grade 1 cohort, who were tracked through Grades 2 and 3
across 2014-15. Thus, at the teacher level, there is a body of data of two lessons
taught by the same teacher to the same grade, with one drawn from the early years of
the project (2011/12), and one drawn from the later years (2013-15).
Our analysis of the videos starts by dividing lessons into episodes identified through
shifts in the mathematical task focused on. Within episodes, we list the example
spaces, along with any evidence of incorrect or inefficient offers from learners, as the
absence of these raises the possibility that the lesson was revising previous learning,
which could then reduce the need for teacher mediation. Each episode is then
examined for evidence of teacher mediation, both artifact-based (number charts,
counters and so forth as well as teacher inscriptions) and human, in particular talk and
gesture.
While overall the videotaped lesson observation dataset consists of almost one
hundred lessons, the data drawn upon here is of one teacher, Mrs. S and her lessons
from 2011 and 2014, both with a Grade 2 class. Mrs S is an experienced Foundation
Phase teacher, teaching in 2011 one of three grade 2 classes in an urban Johannesburg
school, with approximately 100 learners in the grade cohort, and, in 2014, one of four
grade 2 classes, with a cohort of approximately 170 learners: relatively large, and
increasing class sizes thus adding to the pedagogic challenges. In both years the
language of instruction was English. Mrs. S is chosen as a ‘telling case’ as her lessons
are not only typical of what we observed at the two times, but they also display
differences in the sorts of mediation enacted at each time. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to address the means and reasons for the changes observed in Mrs. S
teaching and hence the analysis addresses the following research questions:
1. How does teacher mediation operate in historically disadvantaged foundation
phase classrooms?
2. Can differences in teacher mediation be observed over time?
FINDINGS
Lesson 1 (2011): The lesson comprised two main episodes: forward and backward
skip counting, then what the teacher called repeated subtraction – finding the answers
to calculations where a number was repeatedly subtracted, for example, 10 – 2 – 2 or
20 – 5 – 5 – 5. The initial whole class counting forward in 2’s to 100 appeared to
present no difficulties to learners and it was followed by class counting backwards in
2s from 100, again unproblematic. The final count was back from 50 in 5s. Some

learners could be heard making errors, the teacher got the class to repeat the count
and errors could still be heard. The teacher turned to a 1-100 chart on the board:
Mrs S:

Uh uh, wait [T claps her hands] wait, I want to use my number chart. I want
you to look at the board. I saw some people were missing one out. We are
counting back in...?

Mrs S+Class:

Fives

Mrs S:

From fifty. Where’s fifty?

Class:

Here [some learners point to the board]

Mrs S:

Here. Ok here. Let’s go. [T points to 50 on the number chart on the board.]

Class:

[Count in unison back to 5, while T points to the numbers, with some learners
also saying ‘zero’.]

Mrs S:

Zero isn’t it? [The last number said.]

Class:

Yes.

Mrs S:

All right. So when we count back in fives, how many numbers do we skip? [T
points to the number chart. A learner shouts ‘four’.] How many? [Learners
shout ‘five’, or ‘four’.] We skip four, isn’t it, one, two, three, four, then we get
to the next one. One, two, three, four, [T demonstrates on the chart.] the next
one is the answer. One, two, three, four, then we get to the next one. One, two,
three, four. The next one because we are counting in…?

Mrs S+Class:
Mrs S:

Fives

So the fifth one is the answer, until you get to five, to zero at the end there. All
right, that’s enough of that. [T removes the number chart from the board.]

Here the teacher provided a localized explanation for how to count back in fives: it
meant skipping over four spaces on the 100 chart (counting the spaces but not the
numbers in those spaces), the number in the fifth space providing the answer. The
teacher’s mediating talk made no moves towards the ‘fading’ of the resource, either
through talk of expecting recall of the backward number word sequence, or of ways
in which this action is particular to the 100 square and would need to be adapted for a
different resource or worked with differently in the absence of the chart. Further to
this the teacher made no reference to the patterns in the answers obtained – either
numerically or spatially (as in their positioning in vertical columns on the 100
square). Nor was there any exploring with learners how this might be extended to
other skip counts, say counting back in 6’s. Thus, the teacher’s mediation provided
learners with a method to remember, but a method that was primarily contingent on
the availability of a practical resource: a localised, non-scientific, method. With the
chart available this method enables the production of the answers but in the way
explained here it is likely to be difficult for learners to appropriate in that the spaces
were counted rather than the numbers landed on articulated. So while there is

artefact-based mediation, this was not used to draw attention to structure or
generality.
The lesson then moved into the main part, repeated subtraction. The first example
comprised answering 10 – 2, and the teacher advised the learners thus:
Mrs S:

Ten minus two [Writes 10 – 2 on board] Ten minus two. Use your number
chart. You count back, isn’t it? This is subtraction, you count back. Anyone
needs counters? [Many learners raise their hands.] If there’s a problem, you
can use the number chart. Others you can, if you want to, use your counters…

This followed soon after the learners had, it would appear, successfully orally
counted back in twos from 100, but neither here nor in any subsequent dialogue did
the teacher refer back to this counting. And although she told the children they could
use their 100 squares, she did not make any reference to the method for counting
back in 5s that she just modelled, nor any advice on how best to use counters. Thus
the teacher’s mediation was again localized in that it did not draw learners’ attention
to the network of mathematical ideas in play within and across the example spaces.
As the learners were getting organised with paper, charts and counters the teacher
engaged them in singing a song about ten pawpaws on a tree and the wind blowing
them away one at a time. She subsequently used this to explain how to count back
two–one pawpaw blown away followed by a second. Here we see a ‘pulling back’ to
a more naïve method–the learners had just demonstrated that they could count back in
twos, but the teacher encouraged a return to counting back in single units. Again, an
opportunity was missed to make a connection with what the learners already knew.
The next examples were 10 – 2 – 2, then 10 – 2 – 2 – 2, each worked by counting
back in ones from the previous answer. The calculations and the answers 8, 6, 4 were
listed under each other on the board, but no comment made on the connections
between or patterns within the answers. The teacher immediately turned to 10 - 5.
Mrs S:

Now I’m changing. The pawpaws are no longer ten. I want my tree to have
fifteen. My tree has fifteen now. Can you do this one for me? [T writes 15 – 5]
My tree’s having fifteen pawpaws now. [Learners work this problem out,
many using counters] Hey? Yes [T walks around, some learners raise their
hands.] Mm. Ok, P? What’s the answer?

Learner: Ten?
Mrs S:

Is it 10?

Learners: No.
Mrs S:

Who says no? [Learners shout out answers like ‘Yes’, ‘12’, ‘6’, ‘10’.] Ok, the
answer is ten, he is correct. [T completes ‘15 – 5’ with ‘= 10’.]

Again the mediating approach is one of localisation: all learners had 100 charts
available but no backward referencing was made to what the teacher had previously
modelled on the board, rather learners not knowing the answer were encouraged to

use counters. No attempt was made to work with any incorrect answers: again this is
typical of many lessons observed where the teacher largely ignored incorrect
answers, with more answers being sought until the correct answer was elicited. Once
the correct answer was in the public space, then any incorrect answers were set aside.
15 – 5 was followed by 15 – 5 – 5 and in a similar fashion, the answer was
established from first principles, taking 5 away from 15 and then from 10.
The lesson proceeded with the teacher modelling 10 – 2 – 2 – 2 by taking away two
from ten (again counting back in ones) and writing a small 8 above the second 2 from
the right, then taking two from eight and writing 6 above the third two from the right,
and so forth. While the teacher made some reference to prior answers in this episode,
she did count again in every case The learners were then given the following to work
through individually: 10–2–2–2–2; 15–5–5; 15–5–5–5; 20–5–5; 20–5–5–5.
The lesson can thus be characterized as presenting the mathematics contained within
it as a series of discrete tasks, each of which was to be answered in isolation of any
other task, either within the example set (20–5–5–5 was not linked to 20–5–5 for
instance) nor across the tasks (the subtractions not being linked to the oral counting
back). If learners did make any connections then that would only be a result of them
‘discovering’ them, as the teacher did not draw their attention to the potential of there
being connections. This is consistent with the sequential working of individual
examples highlighted by Venkat & Naidoo (2012) where the dominant practice
focused in temporally localised ways on each current example.
Lesson 2 (2014): This lesson comprised two main episodes: rapid recall of number
bonds for twelve, followed by an extended sequence on place value. The second
episode is focused on her as it contained a number of sub-episodes covering:
partitioning two-digit numbers into tens and ones and linking this to base ten blocks,
recording the partitioning in extended form (27 = 20 + 7) and with the T U notation,
building up numbers using ten strips and single squares, identifying the value of a
digit in a two-digit number, ordering numbers, and adding ten to a number. (An
extended analysis of this lesson’s connections is given in Askew (2015) – the analysis
here focuses in particular on the teacher’s mediational means.)
Prior to the lesson Mrs S had listed in a column on the board: 13, 19, 27, 45, 67, 93.
After the class had read out the numbers the teacher said she wanted learners to break
the numbers down. A girl asked to break down thirteen replied ‘ten plus three’.
Alongside the ‘13’ Mrs S wrote ‘= 10 + 3’. Other learners were asked to break each
number down similarly until ‘93 = 90 + 3’ was written on the board.
Mrs S:

Very interesting, eh?

Class:

(chorus) Yes.

Mrs S:

This number [Pointing to ‘13’.] is now ten plus three [Moves her hand, tracing
under ‘= 10 + 3’ written on the board.] And this? [Pointing under ‘19’.]?

Class:

Ten plus nine. [T moves hand under ‘= 10 + 9’ along with the chorus.]

Mrs S:

Now here? [Sliding her hand down to under ‘27’.]

Class:

Twenty plus seven [T continues to run her hand down to the next numeral, and
along underneath the expanded notation in time with the class chorusing the
expansion.]

Mrs S:

Now there is something happening here. Look here [gestures down the column
of tens]. Now we have two digits this side, now the remainder is one [gestures
down the column of ones]. These are tens [points to column of tens] and here
we have? [Points to the ones, questioning intonation]

Class:

Units

Here the teacher explicitly drew attention to a set of connections that are both
‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ (Watson & Mason, 2006) through talk and gestures
drawing attention to the horizontal expansion of the notation and to the vertical
commonalities across the examples. The teacher then picked up a stick of ten
interlocking cubes, joined to make a ‘ten-stick’ and attached one stick to the board,
close to the left of the ‘10’ in ‘13 = 10 + 3’
Mrs S:

And here [pointing to the ‘3’] we need?

Class:

Three ones.

Mrs S:

Okay, three, am I okay? [Holding three ten sticks up next to the digit ‘3’]

Class:

Noooo.

Mrs S:

So what can I use?

Class:

[Some say ‘three ones’, some ‘three units’]

Mrs S:

So where are the ones? [Child comes to teachers’ desk and hands over three
single cubes.] I thought these [holding up the three ten-sticks] were the ones
because this [holding up a single ten stick] is one. Okay, the small ones. Why?
Because ten of them will make one ten. I must put how many?

Class:

Three

Mrs S:

Three of them [Attaches three single cubes to the board, to the right of and
close to the digit 3 in ‘13= 10 + 3’]

Here the teacher explicitly addressed two foci. First, her actions and talk raised the
issue of the possible confusion between referring to a ten-stick as ‘one ten’ and
needing three ‘ones’: her playing at getting it wrong drew attention to the need to be
clear about the different referents of ‘three’ in the talk. Second, the careful
positioning of the artefacts near the symbols, the literal proximity of the concrete and
symbolic, reinforced the connection between these two representations, and the
underlying mathematical structure. The artefact-based mediation here thus goes
beyond the use of materials in a localized fashion as was seen in the 2011 lesson.
The lesson continued similarly for the other numbers, with each number treated as an
opportunity to check and extend understanding. For example in partitioning 19, when

the nine single cubes had been established, the teacher asked what would happen if
one more cube were added to the nine, the ensuing conversation focusing on it
becoming ten and the change from 19 to 20. The teacher thus used the example to
check the learners’ understanding: in questioning what would happen in an imagined
example she went beyond the ‘immediate answer’ for the ‘immediate example’.
Once all the numbers had been partitioned the teacher continued:
Mrs S:

Now we are going to do a similar activity using the same numbers. I just want
to see whether you have observed something. I will underline the number and
then you will tell me the value, what does it stand for? Don't tell me that it’s
tens or units or ones, here I want the value, how many. [Makes a circular
cupping motion with hands]. Okay?

Mrs S mediation here drew attention to the fact that what was coming up was not
completely new but connected to prior learning, that there is something common
across the examples. Learners were expected to have agency in appropriating what
the teacher is working on – to note patterns they may have observed not simply
remembered. Another distinction was marked through the emphasis on saying the
value designated not simply which place a digit is in.
Mrs S:

What is the value of that one? [Underlining ‘1’ in ‘13’.] The answer is there
already. In breaking down we show the value in another way. Okay? Now I
want you to tell me the value of that one [in ‘13’.]

Learner 1: Ten.
Mrs S:

It’s a ten, that's (unclear) isn't it? So the value of that number is ten. [Writes
‘10’ to the right of the equation.] What is the value of nine in that number?
[Underlines ‘9’ in ‘19’.] A?

Learner 2: Nineteen.
Mrs S:

She is saying nineteen. Is she correct?

Class:

No.

Mrs S:

Can somebody come here and explain?

Learner 3: Nine.
Mrs S:

Nine. Why is it nine?

Learner 3: ‘cos it’s in the unit.
Mrs S:

Just as a reminder, remember (learner 2), it is like this, tens, units. [Writes T U
above each number.] So nine is under the units, under the ones [pointing to the
position of ‘9’ relative to the label ‘T U’] so the value of this number [circling
the ‘9’ in ‘19’] is only nine [writes ‘9’ to the right]. There it is (learner 2).
[Underlines the ‘9’ in ‘10 + 9’] Okay? There, okay? There it is. Nine, so the
value of this number [Circling gesture around the ‘9’ in ’19’] is nine [writes
over the ‘9’ to the side again.]

Here we see human mediation connecting together the different representations, and
extending the range of representations. The teacher directed attention to another
connection - ‘the answer is there already’ – and by reframing ‘showing the value’ as
associated with ‘breaking down’ not only were two potentially discrete ideas
(breaking down a number into its place value partitions, and identifying the values
associated with digits) connected, but also learners were encouraged to connect with
what they already knew. Multiple links between place value features are again made
explicit. As the lesson continued the connection with breaking numbers down was
repeatedly reiterated with the teacher drawing attention to learners connecting what
they already know and the connections between representations.
DISCUSSION
The teacher’s mediational moves employed in the 2014 lesson stand in marked
contrast to the 2011 lesson. In the earlier lesson one idea was focused upon (repeated
subtraction) but only one task type was engaged in–finding the answer to a
calculation–and whilst the numbers used in each example were varied, each example
was treated in a localized fashion. The potential for mediation that attended to the
connections within and across the examples and to the already appropriated act of
forward and backward counting was not realised, and hence the treatment of
mathematics as ‘scientific’ (in the Vygotskian sense) limited: a sequential working
with individual examples dominated the 2011 lesson.
In 2014, in contrast, a rich and connected experience of place value and how to work
with it was woven through the range of tasks, many of which kept coming back to the
same example space, enabling Mrs S to repeatedly and explicitly draw attention to a
set of connections that were both ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ (Watson & Mason, 2006)
in that her mediating talk and gestures drew attention to the horizontal expansion of
the notation and to the vertical commonalities across the examples. Mediation that
draws on learner misconceptions as a way of engaging with learner understanding is
rare in the classrooms we have studied but here we see the teacher effectively
anticipating a misconception (her ‘error’ in distinguishing ‘three tens’ from ‘three
units’) and working with that.
CONCLUSION
The differences noted across the two lessons of Mrs S are typical of differences
observed in the broader data set. The evidence from Mrs S, and other teachers, shows
that it is possible for rich, connected teaching to be enacted in classes with large
numbers of pupils and limited resources. Furthermore mediation focused on
connections can be established without disrupting the culturally dominant practice of
whole class, teacher-centred, pedagogies. Given the evidence for differences the
research team is developing a framework for describing and interpreting different
levels of empirical phenomena related to mediation - the Mathematical Discourse of
Instruction - Primary framework – that will enable analysis of the full data set, which,
if revealing of changes across the years to mediation more focused on structure and

generality, will enable the exploration of the data with respect to the professional
development activities that the teachers engaged in in the intervening years.
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